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 As has become the 
tradition here at Digest Towers 
(well we did it last year), once 
again the January edition has 
been cut to the bone to allow 
everyone involved in the 
production process to better 
enjoy/endure the Xmas/New 
Year holiday period.
 Obviously as this issue 
only runs to these few pages, 
it will be joining the equally 
truncated one we put out in 
January last year on the free 
shelf; so if you have only ever 
read the magazine online until 
now, why don’t you visit our 
shop and check it out in all its 
PDF glory? (And while you are 
there, you really should take 
the opportunity to download 
the wonderfully diverse and 
beautifully laid out 188-
page issue 171, which we’ve 
been offering as a no strings 
attached FREE sampler.)
 That’s the good news; 
unfortunately on the 
downside, and I know 
that this will be a major 
disappointment to some of 
our oldest and most loyal 
readers, this will, for the time 
being at least, be the last PDF 
we will be producing. 
 Conventional wisdom 
says that while it’s absolutely 
fine and groovy – and can 
even be a little edgy – to talk 
straight about the ups and 

downs, pleasure and pain 
motorcycles can deliver (even 
to the extent of including the 
kind of gruesome content 
that PC Graham confronted 
us with in issue 183), I should 
never ever be upfront about 
the kind of Micky Mouse 
operation that lies behind 
the slick image that our pages 
present. 
 And although I’ve gone on 
record as stating that as far as 
I’m concerned ‘conventional 
wisdom’ is an oxymoron, 
I’m also acutely aware that I 
seem to have had a complete 
business acumen bypass. 
Consequently, for the last 
couple of years I’ve bowed 
to the superior wisdom of 
friends and associates whose 
commercial instincts are 
supposedly vastly superior to 
mine and kept shtoom. 
 However, my reluctant 
reticence doesn’t appear to 
have generated much by way 
of income so I’ve decided that 
although I’m obviously a ‘bear 
of little business brain’, I’m 
going to revert to my natural 
inclination and lay it on the 
line. 
 The awful unvarnished 
truth, for the sake of anyone 
who hadn’t figured it out, 
is that Digest Towers is 
an upstairs back room 
in a terraced house in an 

unfashionable part of west 
London and the whole 
operation has been subsidised 
thus far by a combination of 
the insurance settlement I 
received after a particularly 
nasty shoulder-shattering RTA 
in 2009 and the good grace, 
generosity and indulgence of 
my lovely wife Wendy.
 Producing the PDF has 
always been the most costly 
part of the operation because 
it requires the skills and 
know-how of an experienced 
designer and even at mate’s 
rates that kind of thing doesn’t 
come cheap. 
 When I first committed 
to publish The Rider’s Digest 
online, my only relevant 
experience was the 41 issues 
of the printed magazine I’d 
produced and they were all 
laid out as PDFs so that was 
the obvious starting point – 
particularly as I knew nothing 
about presenting content on 
the web. 
 The gap between the cost 
of producing an attractive 
magazine in PDF form and the 
income the whole operation 
generated, was showing little 
sign of getting any smaller by 
August 2013 when I had no 
choice other than to tell Simon 
Gardner, our designer, that 
I couldn’t afford to carry on 
paying him after September.

 Although he’s not a rider 
himself, he’s thoroughly 
enjoyed being involved with 
the magazine and derived 
enormous satisfaction from 
creating some great features 
so he generously offered 
to lay out these last four 
issues for love – gawd bless 
you Si – in the hope that we 
might knock out enough 
copies of the PDF to cover 
his time. Unfortunately the 
comparatively small number 
we’ve sold don’t even begin to 
come close.
 It would be great to be 
able to find a way of paying for 
future editions in PDF form (or 
my dream of dreams, printed 
on glossy paper) but frankly at 
the moment it’s as much I can 

do to finance the basic web 
site so I will be concentrating 
on getting the extensive 
archive on line and spreading 
the word more efficiently 
to the massive potential 
readership that doesn’t even 
know we exist. 
 I might not be particularly 
business savvy but I understand 
that when it comes down to it, 
earning money on the Internet 
is all about numbers and if we 
can generate enough traffic 
all things become possible. 
So what can you do? Well, 
if everyone who’s enjoyed 
one of our features was to 
recommend it to a dozen or 
so of their fiends, we’d have 
the kind of audience our 
material merits.

 In the meantime, if there 
are any would be guardian 
angels or mega business 
brains out there who think 
they might be able to help 
(without telling me how to 
change the content or the 
ethos of the magazine to fit 
conventional commercial 
wisdom) you know how and 
where to contact me.
 I wish you all the kind of 
motorcycling New Year you 
hope for.
 Be careful out there.
 Dave Gurman

F r o m  t h e  e d i t o r. . .

http://www.bikerfm.co.uk
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-171/
http://www.theridersdigest.co.uk/ask-a-policeman-183/
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Name: Gary France

What was your first
motorcycling experience?
As a 16 year old, I bought a 
Honda C90 and rode it year 
round. As a family, we didn’t 
have much money, so I rode it 
without gloves or waterproofs. 
Some days I was so cold I could 
hardly move my hands.

What is your current bike?
I am very lucky to have 
four motorcycles. A Harley-
Davidson Road King, two 
Harley custom bikes and a 
recently bought Triumph 
Bonneville which I plan to 
customise into a flat tracker.

What bike would you most 
like to ride/own?
As a young man, we used to 
regularly go watch motorcycle 
racing at Brands Hatch. One 
of my heroes was Giacomo 
Agostini riding an MV Augusta. 
His playboy image and riding 
ability was something I aspired 
to. I have always wanted to 
ride an MV Augusta, but have 
never had the chance.

What was your 
hairiest moment on a 
bike?
I haven’t really had any, 
at least not recently. I 
do remember riding 
a GT750 Suzuki when 
much younger and hit a 
brick in the outside lane 
of the M1 at around 100 
mph. That was very scary.

What was your most 
memorable ride?
This is easy to answer. A 

few years ago, I rode 21,475 
miles in one trip around the 
USA. This took 4 months and 
I managed to see 27 states on 
a glorious journey that varied 
from Mountain is to deserts. I 
liked the ride so much I wrote 
a book ‘France in America’ 
about the trip.

What would be the ideal 
soundtrack to the above?
T h e  s o u n d  o f  o t h e r 
motorcycles riding with me. 
I enjoy showing other riders 
great roads and terrific places 
to ride and that is why I set 
up Tour1. It is very rewarding 
seeing the smiles on people’s 
faces at the end of the great 
days riding.

What do you think is 
the best thing about 
motorcycling?
Driving in a car across 
spectacular scenery makes 
you feel as if you’re watching 
a film. Riding almost anywhere 
makes you feel you are 
featuring in that film. You can 
feel the temperature change, 
the wind, smells, the warmth 

R i d e r s ’ L i ve s
of the sun and you can feel 
changes in the road surface.  
 love riding motorcycles!

What do you think is the 
worst thing about 
motorcycling?
I don’t mind riding in rain, 
providing it starts raining 
during the ride. I hate starting 
a ride when it is already raining

Name an improvement 
you’d like to see for the 
next generation?
M o r e  f r e e d o m  f o r 
motorcyclists. Compulsory 
hi-vis, engine size restrictions, 
c o m p u l s o r y  A B S  a n d 
customising restrictions are 
all possible in the future. I 
sincerely hope limitations 
from the European Union 
do not spoil the freedom we 
currently enjoy.

How would you like to be 
remembered?
That bloke who went on 
some pretty cool motorcycle 
journeys.

http://bikerfm.co.uk/
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This time last year we had 
a bumper mailbag to pad 
out the ultra slim New 

Year’s edition; unfortunately 
this time around there was 
nothing in the mailbox – not 
so much a short note from Nick 
Lojik or a Midwestern weather 
report (complete with great 
pictures) from Gary Ilminen 
and now that Ian Dunmore is 
a regular contributor… There 
are plenty of comments below 
last month’s content but rather 
than simply transferring them 
here, we thought it might be 
a better to round this short 
issue off with a celebration 
of the many wonderful 
stories and features that have 
graced our pages over the last 
twelve months.

For a start there was the 
tail end of Paul Browne and 
Maeve’s, Alaska to Argentina 
adventure. The monthly 
instalments of their classic 
Pan American journey began 
with “Long Flog to Dead Horse” 
back in April 2012 (issue 165) 
and it was July this year (180) 
before they reached the end of 
the road in Ushuaia.

Just to confound anyone who 
thought they could pigeonhole 
us, we put a wheelie-ing KTM 
RC8 on the cover of our first full 
fat edition of 2013, complete 
with a lyrically waxed review 
on the inside. In the same issue 
(175) there was a report on the 
last snowy journey of a 97 year 
old ex WWII despatch rider, 
then a couple of months later 
(177) we featured yet another 
motorcycle funeral, only this 
time it was an incredibly 
upbeat farewell to a young 
man who had never ridden 
a bike at any time in his 
short life.

There was our exclusive 
interview with Ogri’s creator 
Paul Sample (177), Martin 
Haskell’s ode to FS1Es and 
seventies mopeds generally 
(178), followed later in the year 
by Stuart Jewkes’ wider remit 
in “Time Travel: A Biker’s Life in 
the 1970s” (184). 

In May (178) we illustrated 
the kind of all embracing 
culture we’re trying to foster 
by ‘Asking a Policeman’ (on 
a relatively unmarked, video 
equipped, Hayabusa) to join 
our steadily expanding family 
of contributors; and in June 
we introduced you to the 
Posh Boys’ Bike Club and Stuart 
wrote “There’s No Such Thing 
as an Original Triton”, which 
aside from being undeniably 
true, has proved to be our 
most widely read feature to 
date (179).

Our New York based cultural 
correspondent, Jonathan 
Boorstein, has continued to 
provide regular insights into 
the more cerebral aspects of 
the world of bikes and biking, 
whether it’s the inaugural 
motorcycle film festival (183), 
the classic black leather jacket 
(182), or his many in depth 
book reviews (described by A Biker’s Life in the 1970s

Triton

Posh Boys

Thailand

A Review of 2013

http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-165/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-180/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-175/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/issue-177/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-177/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-178/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/the-riders-digest-184/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-178/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-179/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-183/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-182/
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Brooklands

India

Motogymkhana

1971 Rickman Mike & the bike II / “Minnesota”
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Margate
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one impressed reader – a 
renowned author himself – as 
‘forensic’).

In July, as a direct consequence 
of an interesting article 
Jonathon wrote about the 
IJMS, we were invited to attend 
the prestigious 3rd International 

Journal of Motorcycle Studies 
Conference in London, which 
we reported as the “Clever Girls 
and Boys’ Club”. The same issue 
(181) contained the terrifically 
popular “Men and the Art of 
Motorcycle Maintenance”, a 
whimsical tale of a trip to Spa 
on a quartet of 70s Guzzi’s. 

We were at the Isle of Man 
for the TT (177), Brooklands 
for the Ace Cafe Ton Up Day 
(180) and the Goodwood 
Revival (182), the second 
Posh Boys’ event “Underneath 
the Arches” in London’s oh so 
trendy Shoreditch (184), and 
rode across the capital with a 
posse of distinguished ladies 
and gents in tweed (185), 
before rounding the year off 
at a swish classic cycle and 
crystal chandeliers, Christmas 
celebration in Chelsea.

Alliteration and aristocracy 
aside, throughout the year we 
mixed the ultra-glamorous 
with the kind of street level 
biking that the Digest built 
its reputation on (we’ve never 
forgotten that we started out as a recruitment rag for London 

couriers). Hi-gloss events 
like the ones above were 
interspaced with a visit to the 
Dragon Rally (176), a maiden 
ride from London to Aberdeen 
(175), a Motogymkhana in 
Kempton Park in the pissing 
rain (183) and Margate at the 
tail end of October (185).

When you include the 
contributions we’ve featured 
from the American Midwest, 
Thailand, France Ireland, India 
and god knows where else, we’ve 
given you access to a whole 
world of motorcycling writing 
and unless you bought a PDF in 
the last couple of months (and 
that only applies to a very few 
of you) it has cost you a grand 

total of zero Dollars, Bhat, Euros, 
Rupees or Pounds.

The good news is that 2014 
promises more of the same; 
which is to say more of the 
most diverse cross-section 
of two-wheeled tales available 
anywhere on the Internet, 
as we continue our quest to 
shine an entertaining light 

on as  much of  the 
motorcycling spectrum as we 
can possibly reach.

So be sure to stick with us in the 
coming year and please also 
be sure to tell all of your biking 
buddies about us; it will cost you 
nothing, they’ll thank you for it, 
and the added traffic will make 
all the difference to us.

Michael Dunlop  Isle of Man

Tweedy Riders

Black leather Jacket

IJMS Conference

http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-181/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-177/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-180/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-182/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-184/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-185/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-176/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-175/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-183/
http://www.trdarchive3.co.uk/shop/trd-185/


Go wired when you don’t want 
the hassle of recharging and go 
Bluetooth when you don’t want the 
hassle of a wire! Using the same 
helmet, our new wired/Bluetooth 
package delivers in every scenario. 

Starcom1 systems are designed 
to give the ultimate in audio 
performance, user comfort, safety 
and value! With prices from just 
£159 for wired systems and an 
incredible £109 for the new 
Bluetooth headsets, your decision 
just got easier!

Buy or find out more at www.starcom1.com  
or call us on 01480 399499

better bike communications; better value

Wired dependability  
& connectivity 
when you need it plus 
Bluetooth  
portability  
when you don’t

From JUST £109.00
THE BEST oF BoTH WorLDS
The only manufacturer that gives you

“Dave Gurman makes you glad that you’re riding and glad that you’re reading” – Austin Vince

“Dave’s ability to capture segments of life and express them in a personal and uplifting manner 
creates many a snigger through to full on laugh out loud moments.” – Neil ‘Nelly’ Hudd

Can be ordered from any 
good bookshop - 
available ex-stock from:
 
The Ace Cafe, London
 
The Shop in the Clouds 
(Ponderosa) Horseshoe Pass, 
Llangollen
 
www.amazon.co.uk
 
www.mapsman.com
 
www.traveldriplus.com
 
www.wemoto.com

Or by post from: Dave Gurman, 48 
Argyle Avenue, Hounslow, TW3 2LF – 
cheque for £7.99 (£2 p&p)

“I have three words for Dave Gurman’s Book - 
I LOVE IT!” – Harriet Ridley

“Dave Gurman is the thinking motorcyclist’s Jezza. 
He’s deeper, balder, funnier and infinitely less irritating - and he’s had 
a lifelong passion for bikes!”

“Funny But Thoughtful”

Only 
£5.99
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http://www.starcom1.com/
http://www.amazon.co.uk
http://www.mapsman.com
http://www.traveldriplus.com
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The world enters economic meltdown. A global � u 
pandemic looms. An historical US presidential election 
is taking place and, somewhere in the Americas, a 
lone Irishman is coaxing his temperamental Italian 
motorcycle through another electrical breakdown…

This 342 page book has an additional 12 pages of colour photographs that compliment an already 
vibrant story and is available through www.paddytyson.com, or by calling 01926 844064.

You can also purchase it from Amazon and all good bookshops for £9.99. ISBN 978-0-9564305-1-9

This 342 page book has an additional 12 pages of colour photographs that compliment an already 

“A  fantastic account 
of life on the road and 
an antidote to celebrity 
overland adventures – I 
laughed out loud many 
times and felt like I was 
riding pillion. 
Can’t wait for the next 
adventure.”  - Motorcycle Mojo Magazine

This 342 page book has an additional 12 pages of colour photographs that compliment an already 

“This refreshingly anecdotal 
book reads like a mate down 
the pub who’s travelled 
and can tell a good story” 
-Adventure Bike Rider

“We are seeking legal advice”            
- Puerto del Faglioli Tourist Board

“humorous yet totally absorbing” 

- Motorcycle Monthly
“Funny, informative and thought 
provoking. A great travel guide and a 
great read” - Nich Brown, The Road

“a seriously funny adventure 

novel written in a way you 

can actually relate to”. 

-International Motor Cycle

CMS is a Banham Group Company dedicated to looking after
properties by providing rapid response Key Guards who attend the

premises following alarm activations or specific requests.

Key Guards are despatched by motorcycle to avoid traffic
hold-ups and therefore ensure prompt arrival to the premises.

For more information visit: cmskeyholding.com

CLICK TO WEBSITE
just search for your model 

of bike you will be surprised 
how many parts we have
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Dear Dave, TRD Contributors & TRD Readers,

 
I just wanted to say thank you for allowing me to design 

 
TRD ‘Online’ for the last 23 issues. I a

m very proud to be 

 
associated with a publication that is a

 wonderful source 

 
of free spirited journalism. I do hope dear readers, 

 
that you will continue to support TRD & Dave and his 

 
devotion to the magazine.

 
One day I hope to be back to design the next version.

 
Support TRD - Support the website - Support Dave

 Simon Gardner

Graphic Design

srjg@mail2web.com

http://www.cmskeyholding.co.uk/
http://www.wemoto.com/?utm_source=ridersdigest&utm_medium=online&utm_term=ridersdigestpdf&utm_campaign=mag-ads
http://www.theridersdigest.co.uk/
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Join the adventure

www.touratech.co.uk

Unit 14 Woodlands Business Park, 

Ystradgynlais, Swansea. SA9 1JW

Tel: (01639) 841765

Email: info@touratech.co.uk

Touratech travel equipment: 
Maximise your travel experience.

We have all the right equipment 
for you and your machine, whether 
you’re travelling through Tibet or 
touring through Treorchy.

Touratech are now 
approved dealers for 
Husqvarna off-road 
motorcycles, drop in for a 
test-ride!

  Luggage Systems
  Seats 
  Lighting
  Screens/Rallye Fairings
  GPS and Navigation
  Crash bars
  Long range fuel tanks
  Handguards
  Bash Plates
  Camping/outdoor kit

Free Catalogue   

visit our 
  website
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